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Intense competition and varying customer demands 
are making it intricate for growing enterprises to 
sustain business growth. Achieving steady growth 
statistics above average is certainly a complicated and 
difficult task.

In the time of technological boom, business is all 
about managing dynamically, delivering efficiently and 
maintaining long-term customer relationship.  At the 
end, informed management and complete control 
over your retail business is of paramount importance.

Regulating business in an organized manner has paid 
dividends in every business. Efficient management 
controls and innovation can give business a hike. In-
depth market knowledge, proficient Inventory 
Management leads to the path of success.

Inventory Pro is a dynamic Inventory Management 
Solution designed specifically for organizations to 
take control of their inventory volumes. It helps to 
track each activity from stock search to stock 
transfer and purchase to sale.

Bin Location Management: Selectively enable 
bin location functionality per warehouse

Available to Promise (ATP): Tightly 
integrated with SAP Business One Sales Order 
entry
 
Multiple Units of Measure (UoM): Provides 
the ability to specify pricing for each unit of 
measure 

The robust package is user-friendly and developed to 
track your inventory accurately. Flexible 
functionalities like Bin Location Management,  
Allocations,  Available to Promise and Multiple Units 
of Measure are key strengths of the package.

The unique functionalities powered with standard 
reports and searching capabilities enables a user to 
solve day to day inventory problems. Inventory Pro 
seamlessly integrates with Item Matrix 4.0 from 
CitiXsys which is an add-on built on the top of SAP 
Business One and addresses business processes 
where attribute based Item Codification/Stock 
Keeping Unit (SKU) is required. 

The accurate Inventory Management reports allow 
maintaining and monitoring the inventory at optimal 
levels. It enables stock planning to ensure timely 
delivery of customer orders.

The inherent features of handling transactional 
inventory volume deals with multiple items at one go. 
Inventory Pro efficiently controls the right amount of 
stock in the right place at the right time.

Explore new business avenues with more organized, 
systematic and compact Inventory Management 
Solution. Make strategic business decisions with 
logistics planning.

Managing your inventory efficiently means to remain 
informed about  your stock all the time. Inventory 
Pro from CitiXsys is the solution which does all 
these for you.

Inventory Pro 
Enhanced and Optimized Inventory Management

®for SAP  Business One 
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?Unique bin codes improve search and fulfilling of orders
?    Simple and trouble free inventory management

?Easy implementation of the solution
?Minimum training required for the users

?Enables to specify warehouse layout in racks, sections and levels

?Enhance storage and retrieval features

Print pick tickets for the pickers facilitates identification and retrieval of        ?

items

Real-time bin-wise contents for each item can be accessed through the ?
item card

Picking and put-away reports to identify the stocks to be picked from the ?
bins and stock that can be transferred to the bins

?Stock can be allocated either at the warehouse level or at the bin level

? The items can be easily picked using the FIFO/ LIFO/ Zone Preference  
allocation method

? Allocation rule can be defined globally or at the item level

?Dedicated bin for specific item
?Specify a default bin which can store different items
?Enables manual put-away of items to the specified bin

?Track the status of the order right from creation to allocation, release and 
picking

?Generates Delivery Document immediately after picking job is completed

?To avoid the costly mistakes of manually converting alternative units of 
measure to the stocking Unit of Measure

?Provides customers with reliable stock quantity information
?Maintain optimal inventory level and meet the customer requirements on 

the date promised

Configurable Bin Codes

Seamless Integration with SAP
Business One

Define Layout for the Warehouse

Pick Tickets

Accurate Bin Content Reporting

Configurable Stock Allocation

Define the Stock Allocation Rule
for Picking

Specify the Put-Away Strategy for
the Items

Complete Order Life Cycle
Management

Conversion Table that 
Automatically Converts an 
Alternative UoM to the base 
UoM 

Current and Expected Stock 
Levels and Shipping Time are all 
Considered while Calculating the 
Earliest Date of Stock Availability

Benefits

Inventory Pro: Inventory Management Solution 

Features
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